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Bookwanderers?
What was the name of Matilda Pages’
grandparents’ bookstore?

Pages & Co.

1

What did Pages & Co. bookstore smell
like?
What did people call Matilda Pages?

Just-blown-out candles, dark chocolate
and books.
Tilly

1

Why weren’t Tilly and Grace such good
friends anymore?
Who did Grace sit with every day?

Grace got on the netball team and only
wanted to hang out with those girls.
Ammara and Poppy

1

Where did Ammar and Poppy go to
school?
What three things did Tilly’s
grandparents always tell her to be?

St. Enid’s

1

Be brave, be curious, be kind.

2

Where was Tilly’s favorite place in the
world?
Where was Pages & Co. located?

Pages & Co. Bookstore

2

On a north London high street

2

How many floors did Pages & Co. have?

five

3

What was the Pages & Co. bookshop
cat’s name because she was curious?

Alice

3

1

1

What homework did Tilly have over the To read a book she had never read
holidays?
before.
What was Tilly’s teacher’s name?
Ms. Webber

5

What project would Tilly and her
classmates start after the holidays?

5

A project about their favorite book
characters

What book character did Tilly’s grandpa Sherlock Holmes
think she should do her project on?

5

5

What did Tilly tell her grandpa made
someone a best friend?

They stuck by you and never got bored
of talking to you.

6

What book characters did Tilly think
would be her best friends?

Anne Shirley and Alice from Wonderland

6

What did Tilly’s granddad say best
friends should do?
What did Tilly’s granddad make her for
breakfast?
What party was Pages & Co. throwing on
Wednesday night?

Bring out the best in you, not be the
same as you.
Boiled eggs with toast soldiers

6

A Wonderland party

9

Who managed the cafe area on the
ground floor of Pages & Co.?

Jack

10

Who wrote the Faraway Tree books?

Enid Blyton

10

What did Jack decide to freeze so he
could bake inside of his cupcakes?

honey

10

What was 19 year old Jack saving up to
do?
What were Tilly’s two favorite books?

Attend pastry school in Paris

10

Anne of green Gables and Alice in
Wonderland
Because they seemed real even when
she wasn’t reading about them.

13

Lizzy

14

Why were Anne and Alice Tilly’s two
favorite characters?
Who was the dark haired woman in the
long dress that Tilly found talking with
her grandma?

9

13

Who did Lizzy remind Tilly’s grandma of? Tilly’s mom

15

What did Tilly’s mom and Lizzy both do
to Tilly’s grandma?

15

Made her laugh

What was Tilly’s mom’s name?

Beatrice Pages

15

What emergency did Jack have in the
He couldn’t find vanilla essence
bakery?
Why did Tilly’s grandpa have a hard time He thought they might be useful later
throwing things away?

16

What was written on the top flap of
the box Tilly found in the cupboard?

Bea’s Books

17

What did Tilly and her mom both wear
around their necks?

Bee necklaces

19

Who did Tilly tell Jack to ask for
vanilla?
What was the name of the cafe run by
Mary Roux?
What was Mary’s Roux’s son’s name?

Mary

19

Crumbs

21

Oskar

21

What book series did Oskar start
reading during summer vacation?

Percy Jackson

22

17

Why did Oskar have difficulty reading? He had dyslexia

23

What did Mary give to Tilly?

23

How did Mary usually wear her hair?

A photo of Bea (Tilly’s mom) and herself
(Mary) when they were young, sitting on
a sofa
In braids

24

How was Mary’s hair in the photo of her In an afro
and Bea when they were young?

24

What book did Beatrice Pages (Tilly’s
mom) read over and over?

A Little Princess

24

What did Tilly’s granddad smell like?

Cashmere jumpers and old paper

25

What did Tilly like about Sara, the
character in The Little Princess?

How she told stories when she felt sad

26

Where did Beatrice Pages go to a
university?
What did Tilly’s granddad always tell
her to do with her books?

New York

27

Write her name in them.

29

Why did Tilly’s granddad always tell her To create a record of who had read and
to write her name in her books?
loved each book.

29

What did Tilly’s grandparents tell her
about her father?

They didn’t know him well.

30

What did Tilly do every night before
she went to bed when she was little?

Read with her Granddad

31

Where did Mary Roux (Oskar’s mom)
buy all her Christmas presents?

Pages & Co Bookshop

33

Where did Oskar usually go during
school vacations?
What was Oskar’s big sister’s name?

To stay with his dad in Paris

33

Emilie

33

What was Oskar’s step-mother’s name? Marguerite

33

Why did Emilie decide to go live with
her and Oskar’s dad in Paris?

She wanted to become fluent in French
so she could get into the university
there because her boyfriend lived in
That she had postpartum depression and
just ran away.

34

Tilly’s dad gave Beatrice a bee necklace
and she had an identical one made for
Tilly.

36

What did the police think happened to
Beatrice Pages?
Where did Tilly and her mom get their
bee necklaces?

19

What did the girl on the sofa in Tilly’s
That it must be a dreadful burden for
reading nook think Tilly must be thinking such a skinny girl to also have red hair.
the first time they met?

37

Where did Anne Shirley like to read?

Under a tree with pink blossoms

37

What did Anne Shirley say about her
name?
What did Anne think was the most
magical time of the year for reading

It was spelled with an ‘e’

38

autumn

39

What was Anne’s favorite month?

October

39

What were Anne’s favorite stories?

The ones she had made up.

39

What was Anne’s best friend’s name?

Diana

39

What did Anne think her friend, Diana,
lacked?
What did Tilly say about owners and
their dogs?
Where was Tilly’s granddad’s office?

imagination

39

People started thinking they looked
similar
It was a desk in the corner of the 4th
floor
He was smoking a pipe, and smoking
wasn’t allowed in the shop

41

What surprised Tilly when she saw a
man in a gray suit and strange hat
sitting in her granddad’s office talking
with him?
What did Alice throw and hit Tilly in
the forehead with?

A jelly bean

43
43

47

What was Alice aiming for when she hit The cat
Tilly with a jelly bean?

47

What was the name of Alice’s cat?

Dinah

47

When did Alice say trouble always
started?

When you were out of proportion with
whom you were talking to.

48

Where did Anne Shirley attend school? Avonlea

49

Where did Anne Shirley live?

Green Gables

49

What was Anne Shirley doing in Green
Gables before she appeared in the
bookshop?

Sitting in the orchard imagining all the
places she would visit when she was
older.

50

What was Tilly’s favorite kind of cake?

Carrot cake

52

What was Oskar’s favorite kind of
cake?
What book had Oskar listened to as an
audiobook?
What book has a character named
Elizabeth Bennet?
When did Tilly’s grandma watch Pride
and Prejudice every year?

Red velvet

52

Treasure Island

53

Pride and Prejudice

53

At Christmas

53

What did Mary say she would ask
Elizabeth Bennet if she could meet
her?
Why did Mary like the Elizabeth Bennet
character so much?

What it was like in her family and what
Mr. Darcy was really like.

53

It reminded her of Beatrice Pages, Tilly’
mom.

55

How did Mary say the character of
Elizabeth Bennet and Beatrice Pages
were similar?

Sense of humor and a sharp observer of
people

55

What was Elizabeth Bennet’s nickname? Lizzy

55

Who did Tilly realize she had seen her
granddad talking to?

Sherlock Holmes

56

What was Oskar’s imaginary friend’s
name?

Xavier

56

Where was Oskar’s imaginary friend,
Xavier, from?

Newcastle

56

What did Alice call Anne that offended Carrot-top
her?
What color did Anne say her hair was? auburn

56

What did Anne Shirley wish her parents
had named her?
What did Anne think of the name,
Matilda Pages?
What did Anne Shirley and Tilly have in
common?
How could Tilly tell A Little Princess
was a favorite book?

Ermintrude or Cordelia

59

It was a name made for adventuring

59

They were both orphans

60

The cover was pulling away from the
spine and some pages were ripped.

62

What is the name of the main
character in A Little Princess?

Sara

62

What kind of brownies did Jack make?

Pawprint brownies

64

What were Jack’s pawprint brownies
named for?
What was the name of the pirate in
Treasure Island?
What version of Treasure Island had
Tilly seen?
Who is the author of Treasure Island?

We’re Going on a Bear Hunt

64

Long John Silver

65

The Muppet version

65

Robert Louis Stevenson

65

What book did Tilly dislike that had a
Swallows and Amazons
lot of boats?
What was the tall, thin man with the
A black notebook and a cane
silver tie pin in the shape of a key
holding in his hands when he came to
Pages & Co. looking for Tilly’s granddad?

56

65
66

What was Tilly’s granddad’s name?

Archibald Pages

55

What was the name of the tall, thin man Enoch Chalk
with the silver tie pin in the shape of a
key?

67

Where did Enoch Chalk tell Archibald
In the Sources
Pages disturbances had been happening?

67

What kind of candy did Tilly’s granddad
love?
What did Oskar call his French
grandma?
What did Oskar and his Mamie do
together a lot?
What did Oskar’s Mamie used to do for
work?
Where did Alice invite Tilly to go with
her?
What did Alice say she tried to make
space for?
What did Tilly do that made her travel
to Wonderland with Alice?

Licorice Allsorts

70

Mamie

71

Visit museums and galleries

71

She was an illustrator

71

A tea party

74

The impossible to happen

75

She took her hand

76

Who did Tilly see sitting at the table in The March Hare, a dormouse, and the
the forest in Wonderland?
Mad Hatter

76

What time is it always in Wonderland,
according to Alice?

Tea time

76

How old was Tilly?
What did the dormouse yell when he
woke up?
Who did the March Hare say they
didn’t speak of in Wonderland?

eleven
You stole my butter knife!

76
79

Time

79

What flies without wings?

Time

79

What belongs to you, but others use it
more than you do?

Your name

79

What did the dormouse say everyone
was always stealing from him?

His teaspoons

79

Who was the Mad Hatter singing for
The Queen of Hearts
when he was accused of murdering
Time?
What time did Time always make it in
6 o’clock
Wonderland?
Who suddenly appeared in a gray bowler Enoch Chalk
hat at the table in Wonderland?

80

What happened when Tilly asked her
She cut herself with the knife she was
Grandma if she sometimes felt like she holding
was IN the books she read?

84

What did Tilly bring from the children’s beanbags
floor up to the 3rd floor of the
bookshop to protect them?

86

What was Tilly’s grandma’s name?

88

Elsie

80
82

What did Tilly’s grandma, Elsie, tell her For Tilly to be able to see Holmes and
granddad, Archie, shouldn’t be possible? Lizzie

88

What did Anne do when Tilly told her
that Alice had brought her to
Wonderland?
Why did Oskar think Tilly was talking to
herself?
How was Oskar finally able to see Anne
Shirley?

She started crying

89

He couldn’t see or hear Anne Shirley.

90

Anne grabbed Oskar’s and Tilly’s
shoulders and took them to Avonlea.

90

What did it smell like every time the
Burned marshmallows
barrier was broken between Pages & Co.
bookshop and the world in the books?

90

What was the name of the path in
Avonlea that led to the school?

93

The Birch Path

Who’s woods were up the hill from
Mr. Bell’s woods
Avonlea?
Where was Green Gables from Avonlea? Down in the valley

93

What did Anne do to Oskar when he
doubted what was happening was real?

She poked him with a twig

93

What book did Tilly say Anne would
NOT think was lovely if she read it?

Animal Farm

93

In what country was Avonlea?

Canada

94

93

What did Oskar tell Anne Shirley about That his parents were divorced.
his family that shocked her?

94

What were Anne Shirley’s parents’
names?
How did Anne Shirley’s parents die
when she was only 3 months old?

Walter and Bertha

96

From a fever

96

What did Anne Shirley’s parents do for They were school teachers
work?
What did Tilly say she sometimes
That she was downstairs in the kitchen
imagined about her mom?
helping her grandma make dinner.

96

What did Tilly tell Anne Shirley about
her family that shocked her?

97

That her parents weren’t married

96

Who did Anne Shirley tell Tilly and
Oskar to watch out for because they
couldn't be trusted?

The Pye girls

97

Who did Anne Shirley tell Tilly and
Prissy Andrews
Oskar was elegant but not very smart?

97

Who scolded Anne if she said Prissy
Andrews wasn’t very smart?

Marilla

97

What did the other girl named Tillie
who went to Avonlea school let Anne
Shirley do?

Wear her ring all afternoon

97

What was Anne Shirley’s teacher’s
name?
What was the name of the fourteen
year old boy who Anne Shirley thought
was handsome?

Mr. Phillips

97

Gilbert

97

Where did Gilbert’s sick father go to
Alberta
recuperate?
What did Gilbert do to the blonde girl’s He pined it to the back of her seat.
braid?
What did Gilbert whisper when he
Carrots! carrots!
pulled Anne Shirley’s braids?

97
99
101

What did Anne Shirley do after Gilbert She hit him over the head with a slate
pulled her braid and said, ‘carrots’?

101

What did Tilly say to Mr. Phillips that
got her in trouble?

101

That Anne did not have a vindictive
spirit and Gilbert was teasing her.

What did Anne Shirley have to write on Ann Shirley has a very bad temper. Ann
the blackboard all afternoon?
Shirley must learn to control her
temper.

103

What did Tilly have to write on the
blackboard all afternoon?

Tillie Pages has a quick tongue. Tillie
Pages must learn to control her tongue.

103

What did Tilly say Anne could do after
Mr. Phillips spelled both their names
wrong?

Use her extra e’s

103

What was Gilbert’s full name?

Gilbert Blythe

104

Who did Tilly’s granddad say it was time The Librarian
for her to meet?

107

What book did Grandad say it was good
that Tilly didn’t read a lot because it
would have been dangerous?

108

The Lord of the Rings

Where did Tilly’s granddad tell Oskar to The British Library in King’s Cross
ask his mom if he could go with him and
Tilly?

110

What was the name of the Librarian?

110

Amelia

Why did Tilly’s grandparents wait to tell They thought they couldn’t have
her about the book wandering?
explained it without her actually
experiencing it.
Who first appeared when the
The characters you had the strongest
bookwandering ability started?
relationships with.

111

112

What was the magical section of the
British Library called?

The Underlibrary

114

What are the train cards in London
called?
In what part of London is King’s Cross?

Oyster cards

114

Central London

114

What is London’s underground train
system called?

The Tube

114

What did the entrance to the British
Library look like?

It had a big red brick arch

114

What was the courtyard of the British Red and white bricks
Library made of?

114

Whose statue is located on the grounds Sir Isaac Newton
of the British Library?

116

Who made the statue of Sir Isaac
Newton?
Whose drawing inspired Paolozzi’s
sculpture of Sir Isaac Newton?

Eduardo Paolozzi

116

William Blake’s

116

What sign did Tilly’s granddad ignore on Out of Order
the elevator door in the British
Library?

117

Where did Tilly’s granddad say most of
the British Library was located?

117

Four levels underground

What did Tilly smell in the library
Toasted marshmallows
elevator when they neared the
Underlibrary?
What signs did Tilly see on the doors in The Map Room, Classifications, and
the Underlibrary between Accounts and Character Registry
HR?

117

What was the only piece of furniture in A big circular desk
the central atrium of the Underlibrary?

120

What words were carved into the front Legere est Peregrinari
of the circular desk in the
Underlibrary?

120

What does the Latin verb, peregrinor,
mean?

120

To travel, roam, or wander

119

What was the motto of the
Underlibrary?
What were the workers in the
Underlibrary wearing?
What was Amelia Whisper’s office
number?
What did Amelia Whisper have on a
chain around her neck?

To read is to wander

120

Navy blue cardigans with gold trim

120

forty-two

124

A big gold key

124

What was embroidered on the front of A key and the words, Legere este
Amelia Whisper’s blue cardigan?
Peregrinari

125

What did Tilly find out about her
granddad from Amelia Whisper?

He had been the Librarian before her.

125

How was ‘bookwandering’ explained?

The ability to travel inside books

127

What did most book wanderers do for a
living?
Where did bookwandering always take
place?
What was the purpose of the induction
session in the Underlibrary?

Booksellers or librarians

127

Inside a bookstore or library

127

To teach a bookwanderer how to control
their bookwandering.

127

What was the purpose of the
Underlibrary?
What was the name of the guy who
pulled an orc into his own world?

To protect readers and the stories

127

Gary

127

What did Amelia say about Tilly that
was like a line from Harry Potter?

That she had her mother’s eyes

128

How did Amelia Whisper know Beatrice
Pages?
Who was the Reference Librarian in
the Underlibrary?

They went to the university in New
York together
Enoch Chalk

130
130

What did it mean that Enoch Chalk had
stamped Tilly?

He had traced her to see if she had
met any characters yet

133

Who was able to stamp people?

Only Senior Librarians

133

What was Tilly’s full legal name?

Matilda Rose Pages

134

What was Tilly’s grandma’s real name
that Elsie was a nickname for?

Elizabeth

134

What was Oskar’s full legal name?

Oskar Lucas Roux

134

Why did Amelia say they kept records
and kept track?

So unwatched readers ended up
wandering around in important texts and
characters straying from their pages
without them knowing about it.
His registration

135

The story reverted to the original
version and the characters in the book
would not remember them.
The FIRST edition of each book which
was kept in the Source Library

136

What did Oskar ask to see that Enoch
Chalk refused?
What happened as soon as
bookwanderers left the book they were
in?
What was the only version that could
actually be changed by a bookwanderer?

135

136

Who had the only two keys to the
Amelia Whisper and Enoch Chalk
Source Library?
Who was the liaison between the normal Julian
British Library and the Underlibrary?

136

What was it very important for the
Underlibrary to do with the books in
the Source Library?

Keep Source characters in and readers
out.

136

Who did Amelia Whisper say burned
books?

People who were afraid of their power
to change people’s minds and the world.

136

136

What were the dangers associated with Getting hurt, dying, or getting lost.
bookwandering?

137

What happened to bookwanderers who
stayed too long in a book?

They forgot their real life and never
tried coming back

137

What things did Amelia say bad books
had that could be lethal and make it
even easier to get lost?

Plot holes

138

What was the name of the Underlibrary Sebastian (aka Seb)
worker who gave Tilly and Oskar their
induction into bookwandering?

138

What surprised Seb about Oskar?

141

That he had followed Tilly into a book.

Who acted like the United Nations of
The Archivists
bookwandering that helped if something
went really wrong?

144

What book did Seb give Tilly to read so Things We Like
she could intentionally bookwander into
it?

144

What book did Seb give to Oskar to
read so he could intentionally
bookwander into it?

Play with Us

144

What was the primary rule of
bookwandering?

Keep a copy of the book with you when
you travel, unless you were brought in by
a character from the book.
That they were part of the story.

144

If a bookwanderer entered a book,
what did the characters in the book
think of them?

145

Why did the Underlibrary discourage
people from traveling into books with
characters?

They were reliant on the characters to
get them out again

145

What did Seb have Tilly and Oskar do
first before they bookwandered?

Read the whole book first so they would
know the story.

145

Why did Seb say you should never read Endings were unpredictable and you
yourself to within ten pages of the end could get stuck in the Endpapers
of a book?

146

What were lowercase endpapers?

The blank pages at the beginning and
end of a book.
The negative matter at the end of
books that bounced characters back if
something went wrong so they could be
put back.
The characters in the books

146

By rereading the last line from the
same copy of the same book.
Inserting a full stop or typing ‘The End’
like a command

147

What worked differently in books than
in a person’s own life?

time

149

What often caused the onset of
bookwandering in a person?

Times of change or upset

149

Why was it easy for Seb to come and
get Tilly or Oskar out of the books he
was training them with?

They were registered as training books,
so the borders were more flexible.

149

What kind of dog ran past Tilly when
she entered the Things We Like book?

A red setter

150

What were Uppercase Endpapers?

Who were the Uppercase Endpapers a
safety net for?
How did bookwanderers get back out of
a book?
What did Seb compare reading the last
line of a book to?

146

146

147

What were the names of the children in Peter and Jane
the primary reader, Things We Like
that Tilly read for her induction?

150

What did Peter say when Tilly asked
why there was nothing outside the
toyshop?

152

Here is a toyshop.

What was the last line in the primary
Here is Peter in the tree. Peter has
training book Tilly read for her induction the ball.
to bookwandering?

152

Why did Seb suddenly get called away
A reader had gotten into trouble in
from giving Tilly and Oskar their
Peter Pan
induction?
Where did Oskar say he wanted to visit Hogwarts
once they were allowed to bookwander?

153

Who did Oskar want to meet at
Hogwarts?
Who are two of the villains Tilly
reminded Oskar of in Harry Potter?

Luna

154

Voldemort and Umbridge

154

154

What are Harry Potter characters that Muggles
can’t do magic called?

154

Why did Tilly say Middle-earth would be It had Orcs, trolls and giant spiders.
too dangerous to bookwander into?

154

Who did Tilly say she didn’t want to
meet in the book The Golden Compass?

154

Child snatchers

What book did Oskar pull Tilly into with Treasure Island
him?

155

What was the name of the tavern with
a big brass telescope for a sign in
Treasure Island?

The Spy-glass

156

What did it smell like inside of
Fish, sweat, and the ocean
Treasure Island?
Who did Oskar say they needed to find Jim
in Treasure Island?

156

What did Long John Silver have for one A wooden peg
leg?
What did Long John Silver hire Jim to A cabin boy
be?
Why did Oskar tell Tilly to look ahead in He wasn’t able to skim.
the book, Treasure Island, instead of
him?

157

What chapter did Tilly and Oskar jump
into when she skipped ahead in
Treasure Island?

157

Chapter Ten: The Voyage

156

157
157

Where were Tilly and Oskar
The captain’s quarters
transported when she skipped ahead to
Chapter 10, The Voyage in Treasure
Island?

159

When Tilly found herself in the
Wandering into something she hadn’t
captain’s quarters of the ship, what did read.
she realize was an incredibly bad idea?

159

What did Long John Silver call Tilly and stowaways
Oskar that meant they weren’t
supposed to be on board the ship?

159

What did Long John Silver say was
fiendish bad luck?

159

To have a woman on board a ship

What was the name of the ship in
Treasure Island?
What was the name of the captain of
the ship in Treasure Island

The Hispaniola

162

Captain Smollett

162

Why did Long John Silver take the copy He thought they had taken it from
of Treasure Island from Tilly?
Captain Smollet’s private bookshelves

162

What is the kitchen on a ship called?

162

A galley

What was the name of the blind man on Eyeless Horace
board the Hispaniola?

165

What freaked Long John Silver out
about the book he took from Tilly?

165

His own name was in it several times.

What is a grimoire?
A book of spells
Who did Long John Silver think sent
Flint
Tilly and Oskar?
What did Tilly do when Long John Silver She jumped overboard into the ocean
threw the book, Treasure Island, into
the ocean?

165
165

Why didn’t Oskar want to jump off the
plank into the ocean?

166

He couldn’t swim

166

What was the last line of Treasure
Pieces of eight! Pieces of eight!
Island?
What did Tilly’s grandad ask them when Why are you both wet?
he found them in the Underlibrary
after their induction?

166

What was printed on the t-shirt Elsie
Pages gave to Oskar to change into?

The Phantom Tollbooth

167

Why was Archie’s last name ‘Pages’

He took his wife’s name when they got
married and kept the name Pages
because it was a great name for a

168

167

Why was Tilly a natural bookwanderer?

She had many booksellers, librarians,
writers and readers in her family.
That she was born at home….not in the
book.

168

Captain Crewe, a fictional character
from the book, A Little Princess
The minute Bea came back to her own
world, Tilly would cease to exist.

173

What did Tilly’s grandparents say was
the most important thing to Enoch
Chalk.

The rules

174

What did Tilly’s grandparents suspect
Enoch Chalk would like to do with Tilly?

Send her back to A Little Princess
forever

174

What did Tilly’s Granddad say she was
that Enoch Chalk didn’t like?

An anomaly

176

What did Tilly’s mom say was very
important about her birth?
Who was Tilly’s father?
What would have happened to Tilly if
Bea had given birth to her while she
was still inside the book?

173

174

What side effects were caused by Tilly She was able to see the characters
being the child of a fictional character? talking with her grandparents, and Alice
and Anne remembered her even later
they went back into their books.
Who did Tilly’s granddad tell her she
Amelia Whisper
could trust, within reason?

176

What are the first six words of A
Once on a dark winter’s day
Little Princess?
What did Tilly give the little girl inside 20 pence
of A Little Princess when she asked for
spare pennies?

178

176

180

Where did Tilly hide inside the school in Behind velvet curtains
A Little Princess when Sara’s dad
talked to her?

181

What did Sara say to her dad, Captain
Crewe, when he asked if she was
learning him by heart?

181

I know you by heart...you are inside my
heart.

Why did Tilly cry when she was inside A She knew he was going to die and that
Little Princess while Captain Crewe and both she and Sara would lose their dad.
Sara hugged?

181

What did Sara think Tilly was there in
the book to do?

181

Help her unpack

What was the name of the
Miss Minchin
headmistress of the school in A Little
Princess?
Who did Tilly meet and talk to the first Becky
time she went into A Little Princess?

182

What country had Sara come from in A
Little Princess?

India

182

Why couldn’t Tilly get out of A Little
Princess in the correct way?

The last few pages of the book were
ripped and unreadable.

183

When Tilly read the last readable lines
in the book, A Little Princess, what
happened?

She found herself in a dark, empty room 183 &
in the British Underlibrary.
186

Why did Tilly have trouble finding
The numbers on the doors didn’t go in
Amelia Whisper’s office from the empty order.
room she was in at the Underlibrary?

182

188

Whose office did Tilly stumble into
Enoch Chalk’s office
after she got out of the empty room in
the Underlibrary?

189

What was the only decoration in Enoch
Chalk’s office?

189

A handwritten poster entitled, “The
Ordinances of Bookwandering”

What did rule #1 say was prohibited for Travel within a Source Edition
a bookwanderer to do without prior
permission, training, or qualifications?

189

What did rule #3 say bookwanderers
had to do after their abilities
manifested?

Get registered

189

What did rule #4 say a bookwanderer
had to be trained before they were
permitted to wander within five pages
of the end of a novel?

Endpapers Travel

189

What did Tilly notice when she looked
at the copy of A Little Princess that
was in Enoch Chalk’s office?

There were passages in it that were
completely different from the others.

190

What did Tilly do with her mom’s copy
of A Little Princess when Enoch Chalk
found her in his office?

She put it into one of the big pockets on
her dress

191

Why was there a big investigation of
Tilly’s grandparents?

Her mom, Bea, stole her dad’s key and
entered the Source Library so she
could change it permanently.
Why didn’t the Underlibrary keep their It was well protected from the outside
offices locked?
world.
What had Tilly’s Grandma Elsie done for She was the Cartographer, working in
work at the Underlibrary?
the Map Room

195

198
199

What was the Map Room like in the
Very big and hexagon shaped
Underlibrary?
What were the lights on the map in the All the bookshops in the world.
Map Room?
What did the white lights on the map in Bookshops with known bookwanderers
the Map Room mean?

200

What did the blue lights on the map in
the Map Room mean?

200

National Underlibraries

200
200

What did the yellow lights on the map in Bookshops without any known
the Map Room mean?
bookwanderers

200

What did the scarlet lights on the map There used to be bookwanders but they
in the Map Room mean?
weren’t anymore.

200

What did the green lights on the map in libraries
the Map Room mean?

200

What was the name of the current
Cartographer in the Underlibrary?

200

Aria

What bookshop did Amelia show Tilly on Bennet & Eyre
the map that was in New York?

200

What did Amelia ask Tilly never to try
to do again?
What bus did Oskar ride to Beech
Court Stop to get to Pages & Co.?

202

Travel inside her mother’s copy of A
Little Princess.
No. 81

206

What things did Oskar draw to make
Flowers, vines, cream cakes, pirate
decorations for the Wonderland party? ships, and treasure maps

209

Which book did Oskar’s Mamie illustrate A big book of fairy tales
that she was most proud of?

210

Who is the author of Alice in
Wonderland?

211

Lewis Carroll

Who is the author of A Little Princess? Frances Hodgson Burnett

211

Which copy of A Little Princess was the The copy in Enoch Chalk’s office
only one that was different from the
rest?

211

What game did Alice want to play with
Tilly?
What did Alice say you needed for a
caucus race?
What happened when Tilly touched a
red rose?
Whose garden did Tilly and Alice go to?

A caucus race

212

A race track

213

She thought she pricked her finger on a
thorn, but it was just red paint
The Queen of Heart’s garden

215

What bad habit did The Queen of
Hearts have?
What was on the 3-legged glass table in
Wonderland??
What was used to spell ‘eat me’ on the
cake in Wonderland?

Chopping people’s heads off

215

A bottle with a label that said ‘Drink
me’, and a tiny golden key
raisins

215

Why did Tilly think the cake was for
growing and the drink for shrinking?

The cake was on the floor and the
bottle was up on the table

216

215

215

Why did Alice say that Tilly didn’t fit in She was too logical
Wonderland?
What were the three gardeners in
Playing cards
Wonderland dressed as?

216

Why did the Five of Spades gardener
splash paint on the other gardener?

The Seven bumped his elbow

217

Which playing card gardener threw his
paintbrush down and splashed red paint
everywhere?

Seven

217

217

What did the Queen of Hearts carry
with her that was shaped like a heart?

A hand mirror

218

What was used to play croquet in
Wonderland?
What was the name of the orange,
striped cat in Wonderland with a big
smile that could turn invisible?

flamingos

220

The Cheshire Cat

220

What did the Cheshire Cat say about
reality?
Who did the Cheshire Cat tell Tilly not
to tell that he told her about walking
off the end of a story?

It was overrated and an unpredictable
mistress
secret keepers, gate watchers, border
guards, and door lockers

220
221

What did Oskar think was strange
He didn’t seem very interested about
about Enoch Chalk?
books for a librarian.
Why did the Endpapers of the book
She was part fictional character
work differently for Tilly than they did
with most people?

228

What had been added to the different There was an extra character
version of A Little Princess that was in
Enoch Chalk’s office?

229

What did Oskar, tilly and Granddad do They put them together to make a big
with the display tables in the bookshop/ tea party table

231

Why did Beatrice Pages steal her dad’s She wanted to stop Captain Crewe from
key and go into the Source Room?
dying in the Source Edition.

231

What job did Enoch Chalk want to take
over when Archie Pages left?

233

Librarian

228

What was the extra character in
Chalk’s version of A Little Princess, a
librarian, doing in the part Tilly read?

Buying almond cake and playing with her
necklace

234

What did Oskar notice about Tilly when She played with her necklace, just like
she told him what the librarian
the character.
character in A Little Princess was
doing?

234

Who was the librarian buying almond
cakes in Chalk’s version of A Little
Princess?

Beatrice Pages, Tilly’s mom

235

How did Jack dress up for the
Wonderland party at Pages & Co.?

As the Mad Hatter

235

How did Oskar dress up for the
Wonderland party at Pages & Co.?

As the number 4 playing card

235

What toast did Tilly’s granddad make
when he looked at her at the
Wonderland party?

To finding your own adventure.

235

Why did Tilly and Oskar go into Alice in So they could get into the empty room
Wonderland almost at the end?
at the Underlibrary.

238

Who was Alice with at the end of the
book when she woke up?

240

Her sister

What did Ms. Webber say about ending It was lazy storytelling
a story with it all being a dream?

240

What happened when Oskar and Tilly
got to the end of Alice in Wonderland?

241

The story started rewinding and then
everything turned black

What did Tilly say to Oskar when she
read the part of the book A Little
Princess in the bakery?

It had changed back to the way all the
other versions were.

243

What did Oskar notice in the book, A
Little Princess, where it talked about
the Montmorencys?

There was a woman wearing a necklace
with a bee on it.

243

How old was Guy Clarence in the version five
of A Little Princess in Chalk’s office?

244

How did Tilly know that the nanny was
an extra character in the version of A
Little Princess in Chalk’s office?

The family didn’t have a nanny in the
book.

244

What did Tilly and Oskar do when they
heard footsteps outside of Chalk’s
office?
What is the setting for A Little
Princess?
Where did Tilly and Oskar arrive when
they entered A Little Princess?

They went into his version of A Little
Princess.

245

Victorian London

247

Right across from Miss Minchin’s school

247

Why did Tilly recognize the woman
holding the little boy's hand in A Little
Princess as her mom?

She looked exactly like she did in the
photo Mary had given her.

247

What happened when Tilly ran across
the road to show the lady her bee
necklace?
What did Beatrice Pages say when Tilly
called her Mum?

She slipped on the wet ground and fell
down.

247

She said she didn’t have any children
and was a nanny and governess to the
children with her.

247

What was the name of the oldest girl
Janet
that Beatrice Pages was caring for who
she asked to watch the other kids as
they got into the cab?

249

What did Miss Minchin say when Bea
Pages asked her if Tilly could rest
there after she fell?

250

That any friend of the Carmichaels is a
friend of mine.

Why was it hard for Tilly to be polite to She knew from reading the book that
Miss Minchin?
Miss Minchin was mean and treated
Sara badly.
Where did Sara have to live after her Up in the attic with Becky
father died?
What did Sara have to do after her
Help Becky with teaching, babysitting,
father died?
shopping and cleaning
What domed roof could Tilly see from
St. Paul’s Cathedral
the skylight in the attic of Miss
Minchin’s school?
What did Oskar tell Tilly to do to
escape from Miss Minchin’s school?

Climb across the roof to the other
building where he was.

251

251
251
252

253

What did Sara call the Carmichael
The Large Family, or the Montmorencys
family?
What did Sara say helped her deal with Making up stories
living in a lonely, cold attic?

254

What did Captain Crew always tell Sara? Be brave and be kind.

256

Who came out of Sara’s window to catch Enoch Chalk
Tilly?
What did Chalk say when Tilly told him He didn’t care about readers because
that he was supposed to protect
they were messy and predictable.
readers?

257

254

259

Why was Tilly’s mother, Bea Pages, in
Chalk’s version of A Little Princess?

He put her there and she was there so
long she didn’t remember her old life.

259

What happened when Tilly read the last They appeared in Chalk’s office and Bea
line of A Little Princess while Oskar,
fainted
Tilly, and Bea were holding onto each
other?

262

What did Chalk want?

A life and the freedom to make his own
choices and destiny
What did Bea Pages tell Tilly and Oskar He didn’t have any more right to live in
about Enoch Chalk?
the world than any other character
because he was completely fictional.
What was Captain Crewe’s first name? Ralph

263

On what page was Enoch Chalk killed in
the book his character was in?

265

Page 248

264

265

What did Enoch Chalk think was unfair? That some books were loved and others
forgotten and that he was killed on page
248 every time.
Why didn’t anyone notice that Enoch
Only one person had read the book he
Chalk was a fictional character?
was in, and the book was out of print.

265

How was Enoch Chalk able to escape the The Reference Librarian before him let
book he was in?
him wander out of the Source book.
Where did Enoch Chalk send the former A Charles Dickens novel
Reference Librarian to keep him out of
his way?

267

For how many years had the former
Reference Librarian been trapped in
the Charles Dickens novel?

267

Twenty-five years

Why didn’t Chalk ever age?
He couldn’t age outside of a book.
Why did Enoch Chalk say no one noticed People don’t notice much outside of
that he never aged?
themselves and were very self-occupied.

265

267

267
267

What were the only book characters
that could wander in other books?

Source characters

267

Who knocked the copy of A Little
Princess out of Enoch Chalk’s hands?

Oskar

268

What did Enoch Chalk do when Amelia
Whisper told him to come with her?

He closed his eyes and disappeared.

269

Why did Bea originally wander into A
Little Princess?

To meet Sara

271

How did Bea Pages and Captain Crewe
meet?

A horse got spooked and almost kicked
her, and Ralph Crewe ran over to make
sure she was alright and they liked each
other.
How did Bea get the idea of stealing
When she was working in the
her dad’s key and going into the Source Underlibrary, Chalk told her he knew a
Library version of A Little Princess?
way that she and Ralph Crewe could be
together in the real world.

271

273

What did Chalk want from Bea in
exchange for helping her be with
Captain Ralph Crewe?

To tell him what her dad, Archie Pages,
was doing to stop his plans of becoming
the next Librarian

273

What name did Bea keep on seeing in
the Source Library book she found on
Enoch Chalk’s desk?

Enoch Chalk

274

Why was Bea stuck in Chalk’s version of He took her there and didn’t bring the
A Little Princess?
book

274

Where was the shortcut to Pages & Co. Through the Map Room
from the Underlibrary?

275

What did Amelia Whisper ask Tilly and
Oskar to do in the Map Room?

She asked Tilly to push the Pages & Co.
light on the map, and then for Oskar to
open the door they had just come in
through.
Why did Granddad think Alice in
He thought the writer was saying that
Wonderland ended with the whole story our dreams and our stories matter
being a dream?
because our stories last longer than we
do.
Where did Tilly and her mom, Bea,
Into A Little Princess to see Captain
sometimes go together?
Crewe

275

278

280

